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Need A Room For Your Date?
Anyone who needs a place to keep his date for
the dance weekend check by the ticket table in the
dining hall. CDA is sponsoring this service for
Clemson students.
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Mid-Winters Features
Renowned Swing Bands
Dean Hudson, Bobby Hackett
Week-End
Rush Week Outstanding Success; Highlight ByDance
TOM COOPER
Tiger News Writer
220 Boys Register With Frats
Dean Hudson, one of the big name swing bands in

Acceptance Bids Distributed

The annual IFC Rush Week
was concluded Monday, Feb. 5,
with the distribution and acceptance of bids. New pledges began their respective pledge periods by reporting to the dormitory of their chosen fraternity.
Rush Week began with registration January 30-31. Open
smokers were held Feb. 1 and 2,
and invitational smokers were
scheduled Feb. 3. Parties, complete with girls from nearby
schools, were given for the
rushees on Feb. 3. Final smokers
were held by the various fraternities Feb. 4, and quiet hours
lasted from 5 p.m., Feb. 4, until
8 p.m., Feb. 5.
A total of 226' boys registered for Rush Week this year.
This represents a substantial
increase over the number who
registered last year. According to IFC officials, this year's
Rush Week has been called

the country, and Bobby Hackett, renowned for his exand Larry Wood.
KAPPA SIGMA NU PLEDG- ceptional trumpet-playing ability, will be featured at
ES—Bill Miley, Jim Hambright, this years edition of Mid-Winters according to Henry
Jerry
Oxner,
Eddie Myers,
Charles Hecker, Jim Stokes, Goodwin, president of the CDA.
The week-end will include the
Ronnie Plemmons, Jim Duff
Jim Swain, Tommy Kirkley, regular Friday night dance from son for the Friday night ediWeb Sullivan, Ed Martin, Philip 9 a.m. till 1 a.m. and the Sat- tion of Mid-Winters after a long
urday night dance from 8 p.m. absence from this campus. HudWhite, and Jim Davis.
till 12 a.m., plus a Saturday af- son first played at Clemson in
NUMERAL SOCIETY — Boo
ternoon blanket-concert in the 1937. Hudson returned to ClemBaker, Gene Baker, Derald
gym from 3-5 p.m. The Friday son every year until 1941 when
Bedenbaugh,
Mike Bohonak
and Saturday night dances will he entered the service. While
Red Bryan, John Crosby, Bowbe semi-formal and the concert at Fort McClellan he was the
man Cram, Lou Fogle, Heyward
will be strictly casual wear. toastmaster of a Clemson Day
Forte, David Garrett, Jim GibBlock tickets are on sale from banquet attended by 130 Clem(Continued on page 5)
the CDA for $8.00. Separately, son men.
Hudson must be listed with
the Friday night dance will be
$4.00 and the Saturday night the big bands at the time when
dance will be $4.50. The concert big band swing was at its height
of popularity. His name is
will be $1.00 per couple.
synonymous with Hal Kemp,
In the previous issue of The Sammy Kaye, Fred Waring, Les
Tiger, it was stated that eith- Brown, Johnny Long and Kay
er Billy May or Billy Butter- Kyser. Since the thirties and
field would play for the Friday forties were years of great comnight dance. The change has petition among these bands,
The Traffic Office would like been explained by Henry only the hardiest survived. Dean
to inform all students concerned Goodwin, president of the Hudson is one of those who has
to avoid parking areas frequent- CDA. "There have been many survived and still ranks high
questions concerning the ap- among the names of the big
ly violated. Those areas are: pearance of Dean Hudson and
bands.
The student center Post Office
his orchestra for the Friday
Just recently Hudson was feaemployee parking, and over- night dance instead of Billy
tured on the dance program
parking in timed areas. Be- May or Billy Butterfield as
with Hank Ballard at Queens
Tour Price
come familiar with your parking was first stated. At that time
College
in Charlotte and is reTour price will be approxi- map and motor vehicle regulawe were assured that both ported to have been very highly
mately $1,450 which includes tions. Any questions may be were available but when it was received. As a matter of fact, he
transportation round trip from directed to the Traffic Office.
time to sign a contract the has been signed for a re-engageNew York via tourist class
Freshmen may bring their agent then informed us that ment, his popularity being so
steamer, hotels, meals, and cars on campus at 12 noon, Feb- neither one could be obtained. great.
comprehensive sightseeing pro- ruary 16 until 7 a.m., February At the time we had no idea
Hudson's vocalist, Nancy
gv?m by .motorcoach. For fur- 19 for the dance, provided they that this would happen and
Parree, is a star of the big
ther information contact: Dr. have a temporary parking per- that is why the publicity was
band field—featured with Ray
Emmet V. Mittlebeeler, School mit prior to the arrival of their released on these two bands.
McKinly - Glenn Miller Orch,
of Government and Public Ad- car on campus. To obtain a When we found out that the
Three Suns and star of her
ministration,
The
American temporary parking permit you agent could not do as he asown TV show. According t»
University, 1901 Fifth St., N.W., should come to the Traffic Of- sured me over the telephone
Henry Goodwin, president of
Washington, D. C.
we then decided to book Dean
fice at the Student Center.
the CDA, "The CDA is confiHudson. I am sorry that there
dent that Dean Hudson and
was this mix-up but it was
his orchestra will provide good
beyond our control."
dance music and make this
Dean Hudson returns to Clem(Continued on page 5)
* * * • • * * •
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an outstanding success.
The following is a list of
pledges and the fraternity to
which they pledged:
DELTA KAPPA ALPHA —
Guy Tarrant, Andy McCullough,
Mike Towery, Wyatt Theus,
Fred Davis, Bill Pearson, J. Roy
Martin, Curt Shirer, Henry
Woodhead, David Goff, John
Mitchell, Ed Munnerlyn, John
Shaw, Steve Carter, Jimmy
Bell, Woody Morgan, Rudy Antoncic and Cecil Huey.
KAPPA DELTA CHI— Ronnie Carter, Jerry Caughman,
Jim Compton, Preston Earle,
Bill Efird, Jack Fallaw, Ben
Franklin, Gray Garwood, Ray
Gooding, Bill Gore, Bill Gunnels, Gerald T. Handegan, Willis Hurst, Carroll Hutto, Jimmy Jordan, Bob Kearse, Paige
Lee, Martin Lightsey, Ted Petoskey, Bobby Pinson, Don
Pope, Bill Speights, Duke Sudlow, Cliff Tennant, Mike Troy,

Campus Traffic
Officials Release
Parking Advisory

School Of Government
Sponsors Workshop

Winter lends its touch of snowy elegance to our beloved administration building:, Tillman
The School of Government
Hall. Tillman has seen many winters but still raises its tower proudly to proclaim to the
and Public Administration of
world that this is Clemson College. (Special Photo by Frank Griffith)
the American University, Washington, D. C, will sponsor its
Mollegan Volunteers Withdrawal
Sixth Annual Comparative Government Workshop abroad during the summer of 1962. Any
Clemson graduate or qualified
undergraduate students with a
basic background in government, history, international relations, political science, and related fields are eligible to enroll
if they have never visited Eurover
his
past
record.
At
this
phasis Week Committee in
By BECKY EPTING
ope.
November of 1960 to appear time, Dr. Edwards declined to
Tiger News Writer
Credits Given
Mutual agreement between here this week. It was not un- acknowledge Dr. Mollegan's offer
of
withdrawal.
til
after
publicity
was
released
Six credit hours will be given
Dr. A. T. Mollegan, scheduled
Protestant speaker for Religious on the program early in JanOn Jan. 22, Dr. Edwards for the Workshop which consists
Emphasis Week, and Dr. Ed- uary that the "furor" arose,
again talked with Dr. Molle- of seminars with European offiwards, Clemson President, re- centered in the Charleston gan by phone and it was dur- cials and other public affairs
sulted in Dr. Mollegan's with- area, over Dr. Mollegan and
ing this conversation that leaders, discussions with experts
drawal, on his own initiative, the fact that in the past, he
Recent installation of officers so named by last year's comDr. Edwards and Dr. Mollegan on government, and field trips
from his Clemson engagement. had been connected with sevmutually agreed for Dr. Mol- to agencies and organizations of was held for the Clemson Col- pany.
In a special program on WSBF eral organizations known tolegan to cancel his elctures selected European governments. lege Pershing Rifles in the little
Transfer of the guidon was the
Monday night, Dr. Edwards ex- day to be subversive.
here during Religious EmphaThe 74 day tour, beginning gym of the field house. Presiother main function of the ceredent
Edwards
was
the
installing
plained in detail the background
sis
Week.
Dr.
Edwards
emState Rep. Virginia Gourdin
June 23 and ending Septemofficer as a complete ceremony mony, with Stan Brant and
for the reasons concerning the of Charleston talked to Dr. Ed- phasized that at no time did
ber
4, will cover Holland, was carried out to include not
"unfortunate controversy."
Jack Dill, last year's company
wards by phone on Jan. 15, in- Dr. Mollegan make any preDenmark, Germany, including only the installation but the
The program was conducted as forming him that she would tense whatsoever of denying
commander and guidon bearer
Berlin, Switzerland, France, transfer of the guidon from the
an informal session. Faculty send him information concern- his record.
respectively,
presenting
that
Dr. Edwards read a letter Great Britain, Liechtenstein, officers of last year's company
members on the program includ- ing the allegations of Dr. Molsymbol to this year's commandto
those
of
this
year.
legan's
record
of
his
activities.
written
to
him
on
Jan.
22
by
ed Rev. Enoch Stockman and
Austria, Italy, Morocco, and
er and guidon bearer.
Installation of officers for
Dr. George Meenaghan. Stu-. After Dr. Edwards received this Dr. Mollegan in which he conYugoslavia.
This year's officers include D.
dents participating were Gray information, he saw for the first firmed his decision to withdraw
this honorary fraternity can
I. Wilson, company commander,
Professor and director of the
Garwood, editor of The Tiger; time, a list of the organizations from his Clemson engagement
only be carried out by a forJakie Weichel, Reese Herron,
Bob Newton, president of the which Dr. Mollegan had been by mutual agreement and in course will be Dr. Emmet V.
mer Pershing Rifleman, a Jimmy Dansby, Harold Sells,
student body; Jim Belk, director affiliated with, some of them which he expressed his feeling Mittlebeeler, Professor of Govof engineering of WSBF; and 20 or more years ago. Dr. Ed- that he in no way harbors any ernment and Public Adminis- member of the Fourth Regi- and Roy Croxton. These officers
Hector McLean, director of wards read this list on the pro- ill will toward either Clemson tration, American University. mental Headquarters staff, or have, according to D. I. Wilson,
gram..
WSBF.
College or its officials, caused Dr. Mittlebeeler, a practicing an appointed substitute. Pres- worked to make the "mandatory study periods" successful
attorney, formerly taught at the
Rev. Stockman, in opening
ident Edwards served in this
The Board of Trustees held by the incident.
for the company. This year, the
University of Louisville, and has
Dr.
Edwards
repeatedly
the program, gave a short his- a special meeting Jan. 18 at
served as Assistant Attorney capacity in lieu of the fact company seems to have set the
tory and explanation of Re- which time the Mollegan issue stressed the point that misinGeneral of Kentucky. He is also that he is an honorary mem- unprecedented mark of losing no
ligious Emphasis Week on the was thoroughly discussed. On formation and inaccuracy apber of the organization, being one because of academic
an experienced world traveler.
(Continued
on.
page
3)
Clemson campus. After com- Jan. 20, Dr. Edwards talked by
achievement.
ments from Bob Newton who phone with Dr. Mollegan in
Most immediate in the plans
comended Dr. Edwards for his Alexandria, Va., and Dr. Molle- Competition Enters Second Year
for the company is the trip ts>
promptness in calling meetings gan volunteered to withdraw
the Mardis Gras, in which they
of the President's Committee from his speaking engagement
will
participate.
Anticipated
whenever any situations arose here in order to spare both Dr.
date for departure remains
in which students need to be Edwards and Clemson College
March 1. Soon after this trip
informed, Dr. Edwards gave a from any embarrassment by
will be the annual trip in middetailed explanation of the sit- having him speak, saying he had
April to the Cherry Blossom
uation.
been- informed by a very reliaFour Clemson co-eds have Festival in Washington.
Dr. Mollegan, he said, was ble source of the controversy
been chosen by a Student Govinvited by thc^Religious Em- stirring in the Charleston area
ernment board to run for the
1
title "Miss Clemson." The four: 'Strikingly New And Different
Ann Sherman, an English major from Clemson, Judy DeLoach, a senior majoring in
math, also from Clemson, Nancy Thornton, an English major
from Seneca and Margaret Ann
Clemson Area Education Cen- How To Improve Your Bridge
Holleman, also an English mater is offering new courses in Game, Improving Your Golf
jor from Seneca.
the classes to be held on the Game and Boats and Boating. In
six Tuesday evenings of Feb. the other 29 classes there will
Select Four Finalists
Fred Waring makes a return storms and fads.
13, 20 and 27, and March 6, 13 be either new teachers or new
The four finalists were seand 20. The classes will begin subject matter and methods of
Fred Waring's musical calected from ten applicants fol- appearance to the Clemson Colat 7:30 each evening in build- presentation to give the classes
lowing interviews with the Stu- lege campus on Feb. 21, at 8 reer began when he was a
ings on campus.
a new look.
dent Government board. Sole p.m. at the Field House, with young man who formed a
stipulations for a try in the con- his new concert, "Let Freedom four-man banjo band called
Among the new subjects
All of the courses are designed
"Banjazzatra."
From
this
test were that the entrant be Sing."
are: Presenting South Caro- to meet the interests of partiA strikingly new and differ- grew "Waring's Collegians," a
a Clemson co-ed, and that the
lina, Faith and Reason, As- cipants without examinations,
applications were to be received ent concert entertainment, "Let group which played fraternity
tronomy and Celestial Travel, required home work, or college
by the Office of Student Affairs Freedom Sing" has been over a dates and club affairs. In the
Methods and Mechanics of credit. The Center provides opprior to 12:00 noon, Saturday, year in the making. It is a mu- Twenties, the name "Fred
Modern Investment, Public portunities for people in ClemFebruary 3, 1962.
sical portrait of things synony- Waring's Pennsylvanians" was
Speaking and Parliamentary son and the surrounding areas
Procedure, Effective Written to continue their education.
The election will be held on mous with America — ideas, officially adopted and still
Communications, English and Persons entitled to enroll at the
Tuesday, Feb. 13. Polls will be events, and spirit. Waring him- stands.
American Masters, Introduc- Center must be over 16 years of
open on the Loggia from 8 a.m. self calls it "a major undertaktion to German, Introduction age except in the class on Ununtil 6 p.m. of that day. The ing."
Junior Follies
to Spanish,
Conversational derstanding Nuclear Science.
Because of his pioneering in
winner selected by the student
Juniors interested in workSpanish, Food For Modern High School officials of the area
body will be announced in the radio and moving pictures, and ing on Junior Follies are reLiving and Short Cuts To Bet- can supply information to high
Friday, February 16, issue of the because of his 43 years of con- quested to pick up application
ter Sewing.
Tiger, and the candidate and cert touring, Fred Waring is forms in the office of Student
school students who qualify for
her court will be presented to said to be a musical bridge from Affairs or at Baynard Ellis'
Also, Today's House, Under- this course.
the students at the Friday night the Twenties to the Sixties. He room: 7-326. Forms must be
standing Painting, Sculpture,
Early enrollment is urged.
has played practically every- filled out as soon as possible
dance of Mid-Winters.
and Architecture, Interior De- Some of the classes are limited
The reign of "Miss Clemson" where—from Knobster, Mo., to in order that committee assign, Beginning Drawing and as to enrollment, and these will
will begin that night and will the White House in Washington signments may be made.
Painting, Advanced Drawing be filled on a first come - first
—weathering all sorts of musical
(Continued 'on page 3)
and. Painting, China Painting, assigned basis.
MARGARET ANN HOLLOMAN

Dr. Edwards Explains Reasons
Behind "Mollegan Controversy"

Pershing Rifles Hold
Installation Of Officers

Nancy Paree

Four Co-Eds Compete In Tuesday
Election For Miss Clemson Title

Clemson Night School
Offers New Courses

Fred Waring Returns
With New Spectacular
The Pennsylvanians scored
hits everywhere in the 20's and
30's—Hollywood, Broadway, and
radio. During World War H they
made a steady string of appearances at war bond rallies and
army and naval stations. Then
in 1949 their television debut
was made, bringing still more
praise to the man who first recorded a Gershwin tune and who
has sold more than 100,000,000
records,
deserving the title
"Mr. Music."
Plans Major. Tour
This year Fred Waring and his
Pennsylvanians will visit more
than 100 cities with this new
concert, playing to more customers than some major league
baseball teams entertain in afull season. The Waring entourage will include many things—'
(Continued on page 5)
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EDITORIALS
"Grace" Period Before Exams Seems Necessary
If College Resorts To Three Exams Each Day
Now that exams are over it is possible to analyze this portion of the school
year. As someone once said, "Hindsight is better than foresight", and this
quote aptly fits the situation that resulted this year. You are all familiar with
the disruption in the regular schedule
of exams that was formerly followed by
the college. This was due in part to the
fact that classes are now scheduled to
run through twelve o'clock, and the college feels that having these three exams
on Saturday will allow the student Sunday in which to recouperate.
Two exams a day is a task that no
one enjoys and the prospect of having
three exams a day is enough to strike
terror in the heart of the stoutest man.
But with the expected growth of Clemson such a possibility looms' quickly to
the forefront, and we feel that now is
the time to make-changes in the exam
set-up before the process becomes to
large.
As the situation stands at present,
exams begin on Thursday morning with
classes being suspended at noon on the
previous Wednesday. It is well-known
/that the latter half of .the week preceeding exam week and the first portion of
that week are taken up with lab exams,
military science exams, and quizzes that
are squeezed in at Jhe last minute. One
look at the number of lab courses taught
here and the number of students in military science, not to mention the students
who are swamped with last minute
quizzes, will give you an idea of what
the student is faced with before exams
begin.
With all this work to finish up the
student has only the Wednesday afternoon and evening before exams to prepare for his first two exams; after this
brief respite it remains only a hit or
miss affair. Possibly this will account

He Roars For

nesday of the following week, and they
will still have several days of break.
Of course alterations can be made in
this proposed plan but the idea is
basically sound and we feel that the
situation merits some immediate attention and re-plannning. Additional suggestions from the student body will be
welcomed on this matter.
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By BOBBY DTE
Tiger Feature Editor
this previously mentioned poll
indicated that this "sluffing
off in academic work" has
become common in many colleges representing almost every
sector of the country. Getting
away from colleges and back
to morals, perhaps this matter
affects more of the general
populace.

Goals Of Nation Lost In
Frenzied Fanatic's Cries
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Fear Brings Degeneration
Of Morals, Of Ambition

The most outstanding result,
change-wise, of this fear is
definitely the morals problem,
and here the change has been
primarily among the younger
set. Morals have become practically a joke among many
people, a terrible restraint
among others, and a hopeless,
unrealistic outlook among still
others. Are the morals of yesteryear so unlikely and idealistic that this modern genera- *JJS!
or so in which to prepare for his exams.
Especially among college tion find them impossible to
Then, since there is the possibility of an students does this disease of cope with and unimportant
increase in the three exams a day fear seem to have taken hold, enough to adhere to none that One Man's Opinion
method let Saturday be one day in which
for recent surveys have in- is new?
to schedule these three. In this way the
dicated that there is an in"One thing is certain, the
student will have had time to cope with
morals that should be in efcreasing
"what
the
hell"
atall three courses.
fect cannot be advocated very
titude developing. College stu- strongly by those persons
If the situation calls for another day dents, as a whole, have begun
By FRED BISHOP
deeply interested in them, for
during exam week in which to schedule
to drop off in their studying, they will then encounter anTiger Associate Editor
three exams then one of the days in the
From what we have seen and heard,
Frenzied fanaticism should not be
have taken less initiative to other problem that has found
latter part of the week could be picked
birth
with
the
new
generation
there
appears to have been at first a
the
aim
of
any
group
or
organization
so that the possibility of many students completely master courses, and —a somewhat fiercer indemisguided
attempt to discredit the repuwhich
wishes
to
protect
America
from
actually having three exams in one day seem to have become less dis- pendence and stubbornness
tation of the speaker. Old skeletons in
its
enemies.
In
a
passionate
desire
to
preturbed with their success or than ever before. Attempting
will be considerably lessened.
serve the principles of a nation, the citi- dusty closets were brought forth. The
failure in the various courses, to FORCE anything on this
zens often lose sight of their goals and hue and cry of fanatical "conservatives"
With exams beginning on Saturday
Here at Clemson, exams group would be almost totally lose the reasoning power of the mind to began. Reputation of speaker and colmost students will be finished by Wedhave just passed. Can you hon- futile.

Another acute problem that goes un- library for they closed as usual—includnoticed until exam week arrives is the ing the Saturday of exams at 2:00 p.m.
problem of study space. Because this If the library is not to be used to aid the
college is an educational institution it students then of what use is it? It
should make a concerted effort to pro- would seem that the least they could do
mote the best possible study habits and is remain open until midnight during
study areas. There are dormitory regu- this time for the students are still
lations in effect that pertain to quiet studying for exams—even on Saturday
hours for study but let's face the real night!
facts: studying in these metal dorms is
Other than the library the students
a joke. The sound is so easily carried
have available a few rooms in the civic
that normal noises become a disturbance
building, some in the P & A, the chemisto many who are attempting to learn.
try building, and some few other buildFor this reason many are driven ings on campus. The rest are closed
from the privacy (?) of their rooms to because students have abused this
seek other areas of study. There is al- privilege in the past. It will take a lot
ways the library to go to, but they close of work on the part of the college and
up at ten o'clock. In fact, if there is the students to rectify this situation,
ever a need for a library it is right be- but it must be done for the number of
fore and during exams. However, this students living on campus can not at
need is obviously not apparent to our present be accommodated for study.

The

Week's Peek

Has fear, bred by the appalling world situation and infor the number of students who always spired by a lack of confidence
drop a letter grade or more on the exam that these crises will subside
—and there are quite a few in this cate- accounted for the degeneration
gory. Of course there are exceptions to of morals and the lack of dethis but the majority of students will sire to do better in our country? It has become a readily
know what we are talking about.
accepted fact that the morals
Once a student finishes exams he embraced by those around us
usually has about one week in between are decidedly different from
semesters before the grind starts over. those of a very short time
This period of time, we feel, could per- ago.
haps be re-adjusted to allow for a period
Naturally,
the
changing
of grace before exams begin and a short times bring new outlooks and
rest afterwards. A grace period is not attitudes, but could mere
new and has been successfully used by progress alone cause such a
rapid and complete decline in
many institutions.
these matters? Perhaps these
As a solution to this problem we of- new attitudes are more prevafer the following: That classes end on lent among the young set, but
Wednesday at noon as usual and that the fact remains that they
exams be put off until Friday afternoon have, for the most part, spread
or Saturday morning. This will give the and now become common
student what would amount to two days throughout our nation.

Students Lack Enough Study Space During Exams;
Library (losing Causes Some Problems In Situation

it
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emotional contradictions.
For the most part, the stated aim of
the groups to the right which have been
organized is to protect the principles upon which this Republic was founded and
to alert the American people to the danger of the defeat of our nation through
either direct aggression or by psychological propaganda. The latter seems the
most likely means of the Communist
Party.
Recently there was a great debate going on in the United States as to whether or not it was "better to be Red than
dead." The answer with a little foresight should be obvious. We should believe that it is better to be dead than
Red, because if we don't the Communists have already won half of the psychological fight, and they have made an
Point Of View
indention into the proud and strong
character of a great nation.
Perhaps fear is the cause. If it is,
then what is needed is a firm faith in
God, our country, freedom, and most of
all in ourselves as individuals. If there
By ZALIN B. GRANT
is a lack of confidence, the cause could
Tiger Editorial Columnist
possibly be the pressure of group conThis is the Case of the Re- gruntlement of the student formity or dependency on the group,
luctant Constructor:
body. A seemingly clever idea rather than an independent attitude.
It all began last year some- incorporated into the counsel- One thing is certain, the younger genwhat inauspiciously when the ing system gave birth to a eration can no longer be called "the
construction company in ques- bitter cruelty joke.
Silent Generation", for it speaks loudly
The idea: to provide the stution was awarded a contract
and intelligently.
to build two new dormitories dents with an incentive to
With an independent attitude, and
after another company with a clean up their rooms well, a
there
are some indications of this in the
lower bid declined the task. statement was issued by the
younger
set, we hope that we do not beThe dormitories were sched- dormitory officials declaring
come
misguided
by stubborn, foolhardy
uled for completion by Sep- that students on each hall who
opinions
and
goals.
Often people with
tember 11, 1961 and as cus- received the most excellents on
influence
speak
loudly
about various isweekly
room
inspections
durtomary, a penalty clause for
failure to meet this date—at ing the semester would have sues without knowing the "overall pic$100 a day for every day over the privilege of signing up first ture". Such is the case in the controthe set date—was included in for the new dorms. Thus the versy over a scheduled speaker at Clemthe contract to protect the thought of being assigned to son.
estly say that you have not
noticed a different outlook on
the part of students toward
those exams? As short a time
as three years ago, it seemed
that ALL students practically
sweated pure blood over exams
and the campus became one
tremendous sector of silence
and study. During these past
exams, however, the picture
seems to have changed entirely, with students playing
cards, attending flicks, or
leaving the campus for untold places.
And the serious part is that
Clemson is no exception, for

These matters are definitely
one of the more obvious problems of the day, but are only
paramount if there remains
the basic concern and interest
on the part of those people
who are affected by them. The
problem has been recognized,
the cause has been determined, and the cause could be
eliminated. Abandoning this
idea that we are faced with
a hopeless future and stocked
with useless purposes and instilling a new faith and confidence in ourselves, our way
of life, and pur vast potential
would certainly be a giant step
in the proper direction.

Dorm Construction
Creates Bitter Joke

college.
The construction company,
about which it must be said
has a penchant for being late,
encountered some excusable
difficulties during the summer
and construction slowed down
to a dribble; consequently
rigor mortis set in and the
work never did reach the needed speed for completion on
time. And as summer faded, it
became apparent the dormitories would not be ready for
the opening term.
When the students arrived,
fresh from the summer vacation and with the singular enthusiasm that a long vacation
generates, a large number
found that because of the revolting housing situation, they
would not be assigned permanent rooms. Instead, nearly
one hundred students faced
the ghastly dilemma of being
stuffed as the third man to
rooms whose sizes are hardly
large enough to accommodate
the usual two, or being herded
into a make-shift ward which
billeted around twelve students.
Taking it in stride, the students involved displayed an
admirable amount of forbearance in their plight which, before mid-semester, was corrected.
But this was not the sole
eause of the wide-spread dis-

the new dormitories spurred
the students to laborious competition in cleaning up their
rooms.
And where are these students now? They have been
forced to serve indefinite
terms, scattered about, in the
sturdy but antiquated "old
barracks" and in the "newer
dorms"—a euphemism for the
freaks of engineering more
commonly called "tin cans."
But they still harbor hopes,
dimming now after a semester
of disheartening postponements, of entering those
much - dreamed - about new
dorms.
The lack of knowledge about
the dorms piqued my curiosity
and I tried, without too much
success, to ferret out a few
facts. There are no clues, there
are no answers, no one, not
even in the hierarchy of the
administration seems to know
when the dorms will be ready
for occupancy.
The penalty clause, if invoked, would cause the construction company to pay the
college over $15,000 in penalties
accumulated thus far, but it
appears that the clause will
not be invoked by the college.
The administration, which of
late has been a sitting duck
for a barrage of scathing criticism, would do well to stimulate our reluctant constructor.

lege were considered. The speaker withdrew. The hue and cry of the fanatical
"liberals" began. Regardless of what
was done, the people in the middle were
going to get slapped in the face and
slapped on the back. Such is the contradiction when emotional frenzied fanaticism blows the issues up out of proportion and people lose sight of their aim.
We use this example as a point in
case. With a lack of knowledge, the
fanatical cry arose and caught us in the
middle. Could this happen to us as a
nation? The moderates or the persons
with a firm faith in our country could
be caught in between the fanaticism of
right and left. It has happened before.
Hitler came to power when the moderate government of Germany failed to
please either the Nazis or Communists.
From J\ Edgar Hoover's The Communist Party Line we quote, "The party
expresses encouragement over what it
detects as a gradual awakening of
American youth to its social responsibilities as evidenced by increased participation in the struggle for Negro
rights and Academic Freedom." "The
danger of indiscriminately alleging that
someone is a Communist merely because his views on a particular issue
happen to parallel the official party
position is obvious.
The confusion
which thereby created helps the Communists by diffusing the forces of their
opponents."
Let us not seek to destroy, but to
build; not to discredit, but to discern;
not only to learn, but to think; not to
depend upon others for our decisions,
but to decide for ourselves in the spirit
of independent cooperation; to recognize when we wrote our Declaration of
Independence, we meant it!

Let's Talk It Over

Withdrawal By Dr. Mollegan
Creates Unnecessary Confusion
By BECKY EPTING
There were tears of great
sorrow, much weeping and
wailing and gnashing of teeth
. . . and a semester was over.
Amidst the confusion of a semester end came the announcement from the President's Office that the scheduled Protestant speaker for
Religious Emphasis Week had
withdrawn from his Clemson
engagement. It seems that
quite a few citizens of South
Carolina objected to having
Dr. Mollegan, a man who
in the past had some connections with activities today
known to be subversive, speak
to the youth of our state.
These people had good objections. After all, Clemson
is a state institution and as
citizens they have an important part in supporting the
college through their taxes.
In the last few days, however, some of these same citizens have again received national publicity by their actions. Probably the most outspoken persons objecting to
Dr. Mollegan speaiking here
i.

were Charleston residents. Yet
the announcement was made
last week that none other than
Dr. Mollegan was to be in the
City by the Sea this week, the
week he was to appear here,
filling a speaking engagement
at St. Philip's Episcopal
Church. Prominent Protestant
leaders, not only in the
Charleston area but also scattered throughout this state
and North Carolina, immediately added more confusion to
the issue, some by continuing
to disapprove of Dr. Mollegan
speaking in the state, others
by hurling accusations, and
still others by contradictions
of previous statements. The
whole affair seems to be extremely
complicated
now.
When the smoke has cleared
away from the issue, it will
probably reveal nothing more
that human emotionalism and
wariness of something questionable. In the meantime,
Charlestonians are keeping the
issue going and in the end,
will reach an agreement capable of coming only from that

wonderful old city!
In this year of many political races throughout the
state, South Carolina politicians are barn - storming all
the counties. The Republicans
in the state are going all out
to make South Carolina a twoparty state. Political gatherings and rallies, whatever the
party, can be interesting
events. And with the Republicans making such an effort
in the state, their meetings
should prove most interesting.
The first of probably several
political rallies here was held
last night by the Republicans
at the Clemson House. Mr. W.
D. Workman n, an outstanding newspaperman who is
seeking the Republican nomination to the U. S. Senate,
was the featured speaker.
Clemson students should welcome the opportunities of
these open political meetings
as a means of better informing themselves of the potential
candidates in the coming
races.
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Tale Of Tragic Letter Mistake
Brings Sorrow For Sweet Susie
Feature Story
By BUDDY YOUNG
Miss Susie Jackson is probably the only girl thus far in
history to receive over 100 letters
from the students of Clemson
because of a "Dear John" letter that really wasn't that type
of a letter at all.
Perhaps a bit of background
would.help to explain the entire
situation and its outcome. Susie
Jackson is a sophomore at
Queens College in Charlotte,
N. C. Recently she wrote two
letters to two boys, one at The
Citadel and one at Clemson, and
during the rush of sealing and
addressing them she sent the
wrong letters to the wrong
boys.
What a mess! Imagine Dave
Roper of Clemson receiving a
letter saying "Dear Bob" and

//

ready to be mailed. Now the
ball was started rolling; a poster
was put up proclaiming that if
anyone would take the time to
write "a letter to Susie" he
would be furnished with pen,
paper, envelope, and postage.
Letters poured in and finally
on February 4, the final four
letters from Clemson were
mailed.
But this wasn't the limit of
the campaign by a long shot.
Through the facilities of major
newspapers and WLS radio in
Chicago, much of the nation
was informed of the endeavor;
according to Susie she has received a total of over 500 letters
from all over the U.S.A.
It was said in the first paragraph that the whole thing
shouldn't have happened in the
first place and here is the rea-

Dear Susie"

Bob Siciliano of The Citadel
opening a letter starting with
"Dear Dave.'' Bob' immediately
wrote an angry reply to Susie
and then later relented and
ended up calling her and inviting her to one of The Citadel's
dances.
£ut how does a Clemson man
react? Dave asked two of his
friends to write her along with
him and then hurried off to a
French test. On his return he
found that his friends had enlisted the aid of the hall to
write Susie and 25 letters were

son why: the letter that Bob
should have gotten was a type
of "Dear John" but Dave got
it instead. The day before Dave
got the letter to Bob he was informed that Susie was pinned
to a boy in Charlotte, so he assumed that the letter he should
have gotten was the same as
the one to Bob!
Now here are the two letters:
Dear Bob,
It was good to hear from you,
but I'm sorry, I won't be able Mention not a rope in the
to come to The Citadel because house of one whose father was
I am pinned. I have been dat- hanged.

Creative Christianity Follows
Development Of Renewed Faiths
v

By GENE CROCKER
Student Chaplain
What did you do yesterday?
Quite probably you did the same
things you have done on many
yesterdays, followed the same
rituals of toothbrushing, stamp
licking, or bottle-tipping. Perhaps I should re-phrase my
question. What did you CREATE
yesterday? Now I've stumped
you, or at least most of you, for
your creative processes didn't
stir a single cell in your bodies.
You don't think you are incapable of creating something,
do you? If you do so think, you
are wrong, for man's creativity
is his most God-like quality.

: OCONEE :
: THEATRE:

We are all made in the image of
God, and that includes the desire and the capability of producing something which one can
admire simply because he did
it, because it has a part of him
in it.
Perhaps there is a reason you
didn't create anything yesterday. Bishop J. Fulton Sheen, in
his book, Lift Up Your Heart,
says that man's reason needs
Faith to function well. He states
that our Godless age, which has
abandoned Faith, is a time of
great irrationality. "Faith lights
up all the faculties of a man, as
light inside reveals, the pattern
of a stained glass window."
Our creativity lies inert, a
faculty which can only be
awakened by Faith, but which,
once awakened, can make us
persons of supreme power. Now
you may expect me to give four
or five easy-to-follow steps by

which you can awaken your creative mind and live a productive
life. I only wish the solution
were that simple.
The truth that now comes
forging to the front is the fact
that only you can awaken your
creative spirit, and this, I believe, can take place only
through a renewal of Faith.
Creativity and Christianity go
hand in hand. As the cliche
goes, "you can't have one without the other," but together
they form a powerful combination.
This was the magic combination which performed miracles
in the days of Christ, and this
is the combination which will
perform a miracle today in the
minds of men. Creative Christianity—that could prove to be
quite a challenge. Now I ask
you, "What are you going to
create today?"
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ing him frequently and then
BOOM!!
I appreciate your invitation to
join you at the beach during semester break too, but since the
boy is from Charlotte, I have
decided to stay at Queens during the week end break we
have.
Hope school is going along
fine for you. Things here are
really wonderful. Letter writing
time is almost over, so I'd better close, even though I'll never
catch up on all the mail I
owe!!
Be good.
Love,
Susie
Dearest David,
It was so good to hear from
you again so soon—even a day
seems like a million years. I
haven't seen you in almost two
weeks. (Gosh, that seems like
ages too!)
Yes, you know I would love
to come to Clemson! The dance
sounds like so much fun, and
I want more than anything to
see you. Dave, I love you so
much and you'll never know
how I miss you.
We were going to have a dance
this past weekend, but they
called it off before I called you
to ask you. We had late permission and everything, but I guess
too many people were preparing
for, or having exams.
David, it is my every intention
to come to Columbia to see you
this semester break; however,
I have to break the news to
Brenda that I'm not planning
to go to the beach; I think she
wants to go to see this boy from
Wofford anyway. Actually, I
made plans originally, too, but
you know I'll cancel them to see
you. I will definitely be in Columbia Thursday (25th) by 3:00
P.M. My last exam ends at
12:00 noon. Please meet me at
the bus station. See you then!
Please forgive me for cutting
this short but letterwriting time
is almost over for me, and I owe
a million of them!
Remember I love you,
Susie
In speaking of the leter that
he should have received, Dave
said that he doesn't know what
dance Susie was referring to
because he hadn't asked her to
one and had no intention of doing so. Guess Susie must have
mixed up two more letters.
Another interesting sidelight
is the fact that Dave received
a sympathy card from a girl at
Limestone College. Dave's next
project? To write several girls'
schools and request love letters
to be written to a friend who
complains of his hard luck with
the opposite sex.
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Mrs. Henderson Leaves Dorm
Office After Long Service
By CECIL HUEY
Tiger Feature Writer
"Clemson is about to lose its
walking proof that beauty and
brains CAN .go together—Mrs.
Mary Ann Henderson." These
words were spoken by Mr. Rimmer in the dormitory office as
he admitted that the dormitory
office would certainly miss this
young lady who had become so
familiar to the work carried out
by that office.
Mary Ann, wife of Bobby
Henderson, who was a Mechanical Engineering major, will be
moving to Morganton, North
Carolina following his graduation recently. Mr. Henderson
will be employed in North Carolina by Drexel Furniture Company. "The Hendersons are one
of the nicest couples to ever
leave Clemson, and they certainly have our best wishes
wherever they go" was another
of Mr. Rimmer's parting remarks.
"The Hendersons" not only
include Bobby and Mary Ann,
but their two children, Ann and
Bruce. The Hendersons have
been residing at 232 Ravenel
Road, or, as Mary Ann put it,
"over in the desert." She did
assert that the housing available for married students
seemed to be adequate and added that she really enjoyed living in a community where there
were many other married students, in that they all seemed
to have a great deal in common.
Asked how she liked her work
in the dormitory office, Mary
Ann offered little but praise.
She said that the work was interesting and that she really
enjoyed the contact with the
students. She also added that
"it had been a real pleasure to
work with Mr. Rimmer, who
was a wonderful person in his
understanding and desire to help
students."
She remarked that the students had been, for the most
part, very courteous and in some
cases had even provided a few
laughs. Retracting this statement almost immediately, she
pointed out that the bewildered
freshmen who were just entering almost always provided good
laughs. One particular incident
that amused her concerned the
old problem of finding the Stu-

Dear Bullwinkle:
a door in the dark and wait for
Although I am only 31 years her, then when she comes in—
old, I can lift anything! I am with all the manly strength you
strong! I like to lift things. I have—smash her with a two by
lift 1000 pound weights. I lift four.
pianos all alone. Mommie says
Bullwinkle
that this makes me the strong- Dear Bullwinkle:
est man in the world. What do I have a complexion problem.
you say it makes me?
Tho only 18 years old, I have
Big Dumb Oaf
tried everything. What would
Dear Big Dumb Oaf:
you suggest?
Ruptured.
Frustrated
Bullwinkle
Dear Frustrated:
Dear Bullwinkle:
In the recent Los Angeles fire, Gain 300 pounds and no one
I lost my home and all my furs will notice your face.
Bullwinkle
and jewels. The newspaper and
magazine photos during the fire
showed my grief beautifully.
FOUR CO-EDS
But do you think I should have
(Continued from page 1)
done all that nude posing or was last approximately one year. In
that in bad taste?
the event she retires the crown
Lovely Hollywood Star before the year is up, the next
Dear Lovely Hollywood Star:
runner-up will replace her for
People understood about the the remainder of the term.
intense heat given off by the
fire, so I doubt that anyone This year marks the second
DR. EDWARDS
criticized. However, there was year that a "Miss Clemson"
(Continued from page 1)
a lot of talk about the way you contest has been held. Last year
hampered the firemen by trying pretty Clemson co-ed Joan Mil- parently were the main causes
to autograph the hoses, nets, ler, an education major from of the controversy. Many of the
Walhalla, was the winner of the press releases carried by newsand trucks.
first "Miss Clemson" contest. papers throughout the state and
Bullwinkle
The new "Miss Clemson" will neighboring states stated erroDear Bullwinkle:
On a bet, I have been wear- represent the college in activities neous facts of the incident.
ing a gorilla suit every day for which require the presence of a As one of his final statements,
33 years. It's hot and heavy and Clemson woman student repre- Dr. Edwards said, "I found myI want to take it off. Do you sentative. One of her duties will self in a position which I did
be to participate in the annual not create, yet in one which I
think this would be fair?
South Carolina Campus Queen could not delegate to others."
Gorilla-Suit Man
contest.
Dear Gorilla-Suit Man:
As President of Clemson ColI have no respect for a man The position was created in lege, Dr. Edwards was the only
who welshes on a bet. Anyway, order to give Clemson co-eds person who could take the reno one would believe you were recognition and also to elimi- sponsibility of handling this sit.
you anymore.
nate any confusion as to just uation. And, as he stressed, the
Bullwinkle
who should represent Clemson final action was worked out muDear Bullwinkle:
at bowl games, parades and the tually between himself and Dr.
Mollegan.
My wife says I'm a weak little like.
miserable coward, but I don't
think I am. What can I do to
prove that I'm a real strong
type?
Mervin Mibberly
WALGREEN AGENCY
Dear Merv:
These things have to be provSENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA
en once and for all! Hide behind

i tot*

Clemson - Seneca

Mary Ann Henderson

On Campus

with
M«§hukin

(Author of "Rally Round The Flag, Boys", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

RING IN THE NEW
Are you still writing "1961" on your papers and letters?- I'll
bet you are, you scamps! But I am not one to be harsh with
those who forget we are in a new year, for I myself have long
been guilty of the same lapse. In fact, in my senior year at
college, I wrote 1873 on my papers until nearly November of
1874! (It turned out, incidentally, not to be such a serious
error because, as we all know, 1874 was later repealed by
President Chester A. Arthur in a fit of pique over the Black
Tom Explosion. And, as we all know, Mr. Arthur later came
to regret his hasty action. Who does not recall that famous
meeting between Mr. Arthur and Louis Napoleon when Mr.
Arthur said,, "Lou, I wish I hadn't of repealed 1874." Whereupon the French emperor made his immortal rejoinder, "Tipi
que nous et tyler tu." Well sir, they had many a good laugh
about that, as you can imagine.)
But I digress. How can we remember to write 1962 on our
papers and letters? Well sir, the best way is to find something
memorable about 1962, something unique to fix it firmly in
your mind. Happily, this is very simple because, as we all know,
1962 is the first year in history that is divisible by 2, by 4, and
by 7. Take a pencil and try it: 1962 divided by 2 is 981; 1962
divided by 4 is 490-1/2; 1962 divided by 7 is 280-2/7.This mathematical curiosity will not occur again until the year 2079, but
we will all be so busy then celebrating the Chester A. Arthur
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these past amusing incidents
and praising both Mr. Rimmer
and her work, Mary Ann went
on to praise the school in general for some of its better policies. Included in these was the
fact that the school is very cooperative in providing students'
wives with various jobs on
campus.
Now that Mary Ann has left
a big vacancy in the dormitory
office, another fine replacement
must be found, and per usual, it
seems to have been filled nicely
by Mrs. Jean Hawkins. Leave
it to the dormitory office to
have the knack for finding the
most appropriate help.

Sammeth Drug Company

with a Douglas representative

All Dress Slacks Reduced

dent Health Center, which
seems to be the hardest place
for the freshmen to locate.
One year she referred a freshman to a group of other freshmen that she had just given detailed instruction to as to how
to locate this mysterious place,
instructing him to simply follow them. The first group evidently decided to first go
through the dormitories and
postponed the trip to the Health
Center, but the last she saw of
the poor freshman was just as
he entered the dormitory, still
faithfully following his instructions.
Other than laughing over

mlMiynto(^pd^i8j^
bi-centenary that we will scarcely have time to be writing
papers and letters and like that.
Another clever little trick to fix the year 1962 in your mind
is to remember that 1962 spelled backwards is 2691. "Year"
spelled backwards is "raey." "Marlboro" spelled backwards is
"oroblram." Marlboro smoked backwards is no fun at all.
Kindly do not light the filter. What you do is put the filter end
in your lips, then light the tobacco end, then draw, and then
find out what pleasure, what joy, what rapture serene it is to
smoke the filter cigarette with the unfiltered taste. In 1962, as
in once and future years, you'll get a lot to like in a Marlboroavailable in soft pack and flip-top box in all 50 states and
Duluth.
But I digress. We were speaking of the memorable aspects
of 1962 and high among them, of course, is the fact that in
1962 the entire House of Representatives stands for election.
There will, no doubt, be many lively and interesting contests,
but none, I'll wager, quite so lively and interesting as the one
in my own district where the leading candidate is none other
than Chester A. Arthur!
Mr. Arthur, incidentally, is not the first ex-president to come
out of retirement and run for the House of Representatives.
John Quincy Adams was the first. Mr. Adams also holds
another distinction: he was the first son of a president ever to
serve as president. It is true that Martin Van Buren's son,
Walter "Blinky" Van Buren, was at one time offered the nomination for the presidency, but he, alas, had already accepted
a bid to become Mad Ludwig of Bavaria. James K. Polk's son,
on the other hand, became Salmon P. Chase. Millard Fillmore's son went into air conditioning. This later was known as
the Missouri Compromise.
©i«2M«isi>uim.«

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC.
3000 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, California
An equal opportunity employer

In Missouri, or anywhere else, there is no compromise with
quality in Marlboro or the new unfiltered king-size Philip
Morris Commander. The Commander does something new
in cigarette making—gently vacuum cleans the tobacco for
Minor and mildness. Get aboard! You'll be welcome*
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Wake Edges Tigers; Terps Visit Tigertown
Chappell Sparks Deacons
As Tigers Lose Thriller
By FRED CRAFT
Tig-er Sport* Writer
Big Len Chappell was too
much for the Tigers last Saturday as Wake Forest took a hard
fought game 83-82. The 6-8 AllAmerican was deadly from the
outside and he was responsible for\ holding the Deacons
close as the Tigers held a six
point lead late in the game.
It waa a heartbreaker from
both the player and spectator
point of view as was the North
Carolina game which the Tigers lost by two points in the
final three seconds. Coach
Press Maravich called the
Wake Forest loss, "the worst
defeat I've ever suffered in my
lifetime."
The
sophomore
dominated
Tigers were superb from beginning to end, but the ball refused to go in when the Tigers
needed two points. Trailing by
one point with less than a minute to go, the ball hung on the
rim for what seemed like 10 seconds, then fell off, and the Tigers were through for the night.
As usual Jim Brftnnan paced
the Clemsonites with his long
jumpers and accounted for 24
points to boost his average
from a respectable 17.3. Gary
Burnisky came Into the game
In the second half and sparked
the Tigers hitting on seven of
nine field goals and scoring 15
points.
The game was marked by
the usual amount of fouling
by Clemson and it probably
cost the Tiger* the game. Although Wake Forest made
three less field goals than
Clemson, they hit on 21 of 23
free throws to 14 of 20 for the
Tigers. From the floor the Tiger* hit on 34 of 71 attempts
for a 48 per cent average.
Wake hit on 31 of 67 for 46
per cent.
Bones McKinney and Lou
Bello put on a colorful show for
the fans and after the game
"Bones" looked like a wreck.
Too many visits to the Clemson
field or should I say "mad"
house would be too much for
any visiting coach.
The Deacons' Ail-American
Len Chappell scored 32 points
while hitting on 11 of 20 shots

from the floor. When not
scoring Big Len managed to
pull in 14 rebounds. High man
for the night with rebounds
was Clemson'* Privette with
15. Privette also dropped in
ten points.
The win gave Wake Forest a
9-7 season mark, far from a
good record for the team favored
to walk away with the conference title in pre-season polls.
The Tigers are now 1-6 in the
conference and 7-9 overall.
Clemson took the lead at 4342 with about four minutes left
in the half and held a 51-46 lead
at intermission. Wake came out
in the second half like a determined team and dropped in

eight points before the Tigers
could put one through.
With 10:40 left to play Clemson tied the score at 65-65
on Brennan's long jumper.
The Tigers now built up a.
seven point lead only to see
the Deacons hit three straight.
Billy Packer's free throw with
45 seconds remaining put the
Deacons ahead for good.
Clemson center Manning Privette put the Tigers within one
point with a free throw but
missed on the second attempt
with 31 seconds remaining. The
Tigers missed two tip-in attempts and Packer dribbled the
clock out to give the Deacons a
hard fought 83-82 victory.

Antoncic Scores 51 As Freshmen
Wipe Out Fort Gordon 130-102
By GARY BOLEY
Tiger Sport* Writer
The Tiger Cubs have taken
three more victories in the past
two weeks while suffering only
one loss. The Cubs first romped
over the Furman Baby Paladins
97-74 and Anderson Junior College 94-73 before meeting defeat
at the hands of the Baby Paladins on the Furman home court
72-67. The Cubs bounced back
the following week to overpower
Fort Gordon 130-102 in a record
breaking match.
The Cubs had very little trouble walking over the Baby Paladins in the two teams' first encounter of the season. All five
of the starters for the Cubs hit
in double figures to lead them
to their 97-94 win. Ronnie Cox
was the high scorer with 22
points. He was followed by Donnie Seitz with 20, Rudy Antoncic with 19, Sam Coan with
14, and Stuart Mac Holmes who
hit 12 points.
The Cubs, on their first outing following final exams,
beat Anderson Junior College
94-73. The Cubs got off to a
fast start against the Junior
College and led 46-25 at the
half. After scoring only 25
points in the first half the
boys from Anderson matched
the Cubs' shooting shot for

shot as both teams scored 48
points.
Antoncic was the high scorer
for the Cubs with 29 points.
Sietz was second in scoring with
19 points while Stuart Mac
Holmes and Ronnie Cox hit 17
and 11 points respectively.
With three consecutive wins
to their credit the Cubs ventured to Greenville to meet the
Baby Paladins. The Cubs played
only five men, of whom only
three could score in double figures. Rudy Antoncic was again
the top scorer with 26 points.
Ronnie Cox and Donnie Seitz
tied for second with 15 points
each.
The Clemson team were able
to hold the determined Pala(Continued on page 5)

Freshmen Tracksters
Win Frosh Mile Relay
The Clemson College freshman
mile relay team highlighted the
freshman events at last Saturday's sixth annual Coliseum
Relays in Montgomery, Alabama. Never headed from start
to finish, the Baby Tigers
soundly whipped Kentucky and
third place Furman to win the
relay crown in 3:33.2— more
than six seconds better than
the old record.
The team, consisting of Jim
Miller, E. J. Drown, Richard
Towns, and anchored by last
year's South Carolina state
440 champion Cecil Huey.
All of them had times in the
53 second category on the
small, clay 1/10 of a mile
track.
The Varsity, hit hard by the
flu, did not do as well as the
freshmen, but did show up well
in all the events they entered.
The varsity mile relay team finished only yards behind, thanks
to a brilliant 50.4 anchor leg
by Jack Shaw. This was the
best quarter mile of the night,
even surpassing the times of the
famed Styron twins of North-

BOB SAYS:
WELCOME
NEW
STUDENTS!

east Louisiana, the world record holders in the 220 yard low
hurdles. Doug Adams, Jack
Kelly, and Jimmy Wynn also
looked good in the relay.
Don Gilbert ran an outstanding race in the 60 yard dash
which was won by one of the
Styron twins. Also showing their
potential as a dash man were
freshman Carl Poole, who placed
well in his section of the 60,
and his teammate Jim Miller,
last year's Florida State 440
champion who won his heat.
Other point winners were
Cater Leland in the broad jump
and Jimmy Wynn in the varsity
60 yard dash. From their fine
showing in the first meet of the
indoor season, Clemson track
coach Peewee Greenfield should
expect his greatest season at
Clemson.

Maryland Seeks Victory
Over Downtrodden Tigers
By TOMMY PEELE
Tiger Sports Writer
Maryland's Terrapins invade
Tigertown tomorrow night in
hopes of defeating the Clemson Tigers in their first meeting of the year. The Terps, with
a record of 7-8 are trying to
snap out of a so-so season, as
they have a habit of winning
every other game.
The Terps also are losing a
lot of close ones, as they have
played three overtime games,
and lost every one of them. They
are capable of top notch ball as
indicated by their 79-62 victory
over Wake Forest, but also hit
their hard spots as in the 86-77
loss to South Carolina.
Maryland has four of its
starters averaging in the double figures. Bruce Kelleher,

Jerry Greenspan, Bob Eicher,
Bill Stasiulatis are averaging
anywhere from 15 to ten
points in that order. The other
starter is fancy floor man
Paul Jelus.
Clemson has had a miserable
season thus far as far as ACC
action is concerned. The Tigers
own a 1-8 conference record following their loss to the USC
Gamecocks. The Tigers fell into a last place tie in the conference with the Virginia Cavaliers.
In the Carolina game, the Tiger defense seemed to fall apart
as the Roosters tore the bucket
up from all angels. It just
seemed to be one of those nights
where nothing could go right
for the Tigers. After two consecutive losses, the Tigers would
like nothing better than to get
back on the win trail.

Clemson will probably start
a lineup of either five sophs,
or four sophs and a senior if
Timmy Mahaffey is able to
play. He has been bothered
this week by a foot injury.
If he is unable to play, it will
(Continued on page 6)

SLOAN'S
MEN'S STORE
CONVERSE

TENNIS SHOES
$3.95
$5.50
$4.95
$8.50
MILITARY

SHOES & SOCKS
CLEMSON BLAZER

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: NORM SHERER
Norm Sherer joined Ohio Bell two years ago. He hadn't
been with the company long when he had an imaginative
idea for speeding up customer billing. This idea and
others won Norm an important promotion to Sales Supervisor for the Columbus Office. Now, with six engineers
who report to him, Norm keeps Columbus businessmen

informed on advances in telephone service and equipment.
Norm Sherer of the Ohio Bell Telephone Company, and
other engineers like him in Bell Telephone Companies
throughout the country, help bring the finest communications service in the world to the homes and businesses of
a growing America.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Look For
The Fabulous Prices in
Our Final Big Sale
Feb; 16 & 17

TIGERETTE
WASH

All Prices Slashed

15c

DRY

5c
for 5 min.

25c

IRON
for 30 min.

GREENVILLE, S. C.
THE COLLEGE SHOP

Girl Etcher's Guide
Presented by Pall Mall Famous Cigarettes

L C. Martin Drug Co,
ft* fold trip

VALENTINES DAY
IU1@@®GD V° Keep moving
One of the most important rules of girt watching is this:
keep moving. In fact, it is always a good idea not only
to move, but to appear to be going somewhere. (This is
especially important on group field trips.) Beautiful girls,
although they enjoy being watched, are instinctively suspicious of strollers and downright fearful of loiterers.

WHY BE AN AMATEUR?
JOIN THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF GIRL WATCHERS NOW!
FREE MEMBERSHIP CARD.Visit the editorial office of
this publication for a free membership card in the world's
only society devoted to discreet, but relentless, girl watch*
ing. Constitution of the society on reverse side of card.

This ad based on the book, "The Girl Watcher's Guide." Text
Copyright by Donald J. Sauers. Drawing*: Copyright by Eldoo
Dedini. Reprinted by permission of Harper & Brothers.

The man who is walking briskly, who looks like he's
"going places," makes a better girl watcher. For one
thing, he sees more total girls and in the end he enjoys
his hobby more. (If you are planning an extended field
trip-to Paris and Rome, for example-be sure to pack
a couple of cartons of Pall Mall.)

Pall Mall's
natural mildness
is so good
to your taste!
So smooth, so satisfying,
so downright smokeable!

FEB. 14th

Large Selection of
Cards and Candy
All Candy Wrapped for Mailing
FREE of Charge

Friday, February 9,1962
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson College"

Financial Statements Brought Out in Review
TAPS

from the National Advertising supply all of their equipment except for a few items in the darkroom.
The repairs include painting
office, fixing the truck over the
summer, typewriters, and the
addressograph.
Each individual paid for his or
The Tiger belongs to the Naher date's favor.
tional Collegiate Press AssociThe honorariums which are ation and S. C. Collegiate Press
given to the senior staff are Association and must pay dues.
predetermined within the bud- They also belong to the National
get at the beginning of the Collegiate Press critical service
year with the more important which rates the paper.
positions receiving more than
THE CENTRAL DANCE
the others. Last year the edASSOCIATION
itor got 14%, business manager 13%, sports editor 10%, FINANCIAL STATEMENT 1960-1S61
associate editor 10%, manag- BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD
JULY 1, 1960
S 2,834.34
ing editor and co-news editor INCOME 1960-1961 (Ticket Sales
A Coat Check)
18,261.39
8.5'~r, feature editor 8%, circulation 89c, managing editor Printing EXPENDITURES
224.02
6.5%, news editor 6%, and of- Furniture A Dining
Hall Screens
....
721.18
fice manager 4%. The total Physical
Plant A Dining
honorariums of $1,764 was diHall
722.48
Miscellaneous
_ '...
....
735.67
vided among the 12 senior
Intermission Parties .... —
215.98
staffers.
Office Supplies
136.79

FINANCIAL STATEMENT 19S0-19S1 Service.'
BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD
JULY 1, I960
* 4,585.95
Banquet
INCOME 1960-1961
The banquet, which cost
Activity Fee
_ .... 10,350.00
Sale of Books and Space _ 21,190.16 $355, was held at the Clemson
31,540.16 House with an attendance of 75.
EXPENDITURES
Food and Banquet .... — ....
Honorariums
—
Postage
—.
Office Supplies, Freight,
Refunds, Misc
—
Typewriter
— — —
Camera
Commercial Photography ..
Local Photography .... —
Travel
_ —
Telephone & Telegraph
Printing, Engraving,
Binding
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

371.48
7,532.00
48.86
747.97
108.15
157.16
4,144.25
776.28
94.63
152 73
15,523.65
29,657.16

BALANCE JUNE 30, 1961
.... _ $ 6,468.95

Financial Report 1960-1961
The total income from the
sale of books and space in the
books plus the allocation from
- the student Activities Fee was
$31,540.16. The total expenditures for the year amounted to
529,657.16. The balance brought
forward July 1, 1960 was $4.,685.95. The balance on hand as
of June 30, 1961, and brought
forward to this year, was $6,468.95.
Banquet
The annual banquet was a
family style supper held at Harvey's Restaurant in Greenville
with approximately 60 people.
The cost of this banquet was
$371.48.
The total honorarium for
the fifteen-man senior staff
amounted to $7,532.00. The
honorariums are given according to the specific job and
are broken up as follows: editor, 13.5%; business manager,
12%; associate editor, 5.2%;
organizations
editor, 4.5%;
sports editor, 4.2%; features
editor, 4.2%; activates editor,
4.2%;
photography
editor,
4.2%; chief designer, 4.2%;
assistant
designer,
4.1%;
classes editor, 4.3%; copy editor, 3.9%; advertising editor,
3.8%; faculty and administration editor, 3.8%; office manager, 3.4%; and assistant
photographer, .5%.
Postage for the year totaled
$48.86.
Office supplies, freight, refunds and other miscellaneous
expenditures such as insurance,
new filing cabinet, trophies and
roses for Homecoming, flowers
for Junior-Senior, drop-in refreshments, and state taxes totaled $747.97.
During the year, Taps bought
a new camera for $157.16 and
a used typewriter for $108.15.
Photography
The expenditure for commercial photography was $4,144.25.
This included money paid to
Neal - Gillespie Photographers,
who photographed the Taps
beauties, and to Gaspar-Ware
Studios, who did the photography for the class pictures and
other special pictures.
Local photography
costs
amounted to $776.28. This includes pictures bought from student photographers and local
newspapers. Also included are
darkroom expenses such as
film, paper, chemicals, etc., as
well as maintenance of the darkroom.
Travel
expenses
totaled
$94.63. These expenses were
incurred through trips for advertisements, to the printers,
and includes the cost of transporting the books to the college from the printers in Columbia.
The total cost of telephone
calls and telegrams to the printers,
photographers,
potential
advertisers, etc., was $152.73.
The cost of the actual printing, engraving, and binding was
$15,523.65. This entire process
was done by the R. L. Bryan
Co. of Columbia.
THE TIGER
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 1960-1961
BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD
July 1, 1960 _
.00
Income 1960-1961 .... _ .... { 9,324.77
Activity Fee
_
7,585.00
16,909.77

EXPENDITURES
Food and Banquet ....
....
354.54
Honorariums
1,764.00
Mailing
L
258.30
Office Supplies __ __ _
451.85
Miscellaneous
138.82
Travel, Gas, Oil, &
Motor Pool
_
568.65
Telephone 4 Telegraph ....
152.27
Palmetto Publishing Co.
(Printing)
11,299.33
Tiger Truck A Insurance ....
391.72
Tiger Keys ....
120.23
Photography _
583.20
Repairs (Truck, Office,
A Machines)
....
302.13
Tiger Dues
_
95.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
Balance June 30, 1961 ~. $

16,480.04
429.73

Financial Report 1960-1961
At the beginning of the year
1960-1961, The Tiger had no
balance brought forward, but at
the end of the year they were
$430 to the good. They received
S7.585 from the activity fee and
earned $9,325 from subscriptions
and advertisements. They received $1700 from subscriptions,
$2350 from local ads and $5,000

The mailing costs are for
sending out the form letters to
get subscriptions and for mailing the subscriptions. The postage is based on weight and the
larger issues cost more money.
The office supplies consist of
stationery, form letters, copy
paper, pencils, and pica rules.
Some of the items listed under
miscellaneous are box rent,
laundry, flowers, physical plant,
bulletin board, addressograph
plates, darkroom bulbs, and
taxes.
Travel
Under travel would come the
trips to Anderson to deliver
copy to the printers, to pick up
the paper, and to get ads from
the local merchants. The Tiger
sent four representatives to the
National Collegiate Press Convention in Chicago. This trip
along with the trip to the S. C.
Collegiate Press Convention in
Columbia were included under
travel.
The telephone is used only
for business and there are no
personal calls. The calls are
made to the printer and for
convention reservations.

Honorariums
~
Taxes
....
Orchestras
—
Telephone A Telegraph —
Travel
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
_- ....
Balance June 30, 1961

1,000.00
2,107.38
13,100.00
93.53
8.41

19,065.44
» 2,030*27

Financial Report 1960-1961
At the beginning of the fiscal
year 1960-1961, the C.D.A.'s financial statement had a balance brought forward of $2,834.34. The C.D.A. had an income from ticket sales and the
coat check of $18,261.39.
Printing
The printing was done by
Chamber's Printing Company
and consisted of tickets and
posters.
Last
year's
C.D.A.
staff
bought screens from the Physical Plant. These screens are
now C.D.A. property and this
expense will not occur in the
future. They are used to decorate the dining hall during
dances. C.D.A. also bought a
sofa for their club room. These
two expenses came to a total of
$721.18.
The Physical Plant and dining hall expense includes the
use of the band stand tables,
the cost of having them moved,
and any electrical equipment
which might be necessary. The
total
expense
amounted
to
$722.48.

sion to the organization operating the coat check, and the cost
of having the dining hall tables
moved. This is a considerable
expense as the help has to be
paid overtime for having to do
this job at such a late hour.
Office supplies included a filing cabinet bought from Harper
Bros., as well as such items
as postage, envelopes, stationery,
etc.
The total honorarium for
1960-1961 was $1,000. This
amount is broken up into nine
equal parts and each member
of the eight man senior staff
gets one of these parts. The
ninth part is divided between
the president, vice-president,
and secretary-treasurer in different percentages. They are
40%, 35%, and 25% respectively.
The other items listed in the
statement, $215.98 for intermission parties, $2,107.38 for state
taxes, $13,100.00 paid for entertainment, $93.53 for telephone
and $8.41 for travel, are selfexplanatory.

ed from the book store, and
shipping costs for sending a
transmitter to be repaired.
Total miscellaneous expense
was $106.85.
The radio station belongs, and
pays dues, to the Intercollegiate
Broadcasting System and the
South Carolina Broadcasters Association. They also suscribe to
several magazines of the broadcasting business.
Office supplies consisted of
such items as copy paper, stationery, printing costs, A.M. and
F.M. logs, staples, and a special
tape to repair records and tapes.
The $275.46 spent for records
is self-explanatory.
The repairs were made on two
typewriters and amounted to
$26.49.

Delegates
WSBF sent four delegates to
the National Convention of the
Intercollegiate Broadcasting Association in Pittsburg. All expenses for this trip were included in travel.
Since time is often an important element, the radio staWSBF
tion does most of their business
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 1960-1961 by telephone.
The minimum
BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD
JULY 1, 1960
$ 212.40 charge for the phone is $5.00
ACTIVITY FEE (INCOME)
per month. Last year, telephone
1960-61
_.. —
2,385.00
calls and telegrams were nec2,597.40 essary in clearing the station
EXPENDITURES
with the Federal CommunicaEquipment
....
•'.172.89

Banquet
«..
Miscellaneous
Membership A Dues
—
Office Supplies
Records
....
Repairs
Travel .
Telephone A Teleffranh ....
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

138.43
106.85
45.00
156.44
275.46
26.49
184.69
105.53
2,211.78

TOTAL BALANCE JULY
1, 1961

t 385.62

FINANCIAL REPORT
1960-1961
'
The radio station started the
year with $212.40 from the previous year plus the allocation
from the student Activities Fee
of $2,385.00 for a total of $2,597.40.
Expenditures for equipment
totaled $1,172.89. Included in
this item were a tape recorder,
microphone, two changers and
turntables, and a few other
smaller items.

ANTONCIC
(Continued from page 4)
dins most of the night, but
the effort given at the end of
the match by the Paladins
proved to be too much as they
edged the Cubs 72-67. This
marked the third loss of the
season for the Tiger Cubs.
The Cubs returned home last
Saturday to play host to Fort
Gordon. When the final seconds
ticked away the Cubs found
themselves on the winning end
of the highest scoring game in
Tiger basketball history.

Antoncic tied the record for
the most points scored in one
game by scoring 51 points. This
mark was first reached by Vince
Yockel in 1954 when he was
playing freshman ball. Yockel
Banquet
WSBF held its annual banquet had his record breaking night
at the Clemson House in the against Young Harris Junior
spring of last year, with about College. Donnie Seitz scored 27
points while Cox and Mac
606 people attending.
Miscellaneous included such Holmes each scored 15 points.
items as postage, South CaroThe Cubs have thus far this
lina taxes, bills from the Physeason averaged 94.6 points
sical Plant, supplies purchasper game. Antoncic has averaged 27.2 points per game
which breaks the record set by
Jim Brennan last year. Brennan averaged 26.3 points in
19 games. Seitz has averaged
20.8, Cox 15.7, and Mac
Holmes and Coan both hold
entire student body.
11 point averages.
2. Before a major service
organization can receive honorariums it must have fulfilled
its responsibilities to the student body, and it must have
operated with financial efficiency. The qualifications concerning financial efficiency
will be given consideration by
the organization's compliance
with the program planning
and budgetary control of the
Office of Student Affairs in
conjunction with the recommendation of the Faculty adviser.
•
3. Realizing that there is no
common base for equitable allocation of honorariums, we believe that a maximum of $2,200
should be budgeted for each organization. The reasons we believe there is not a common base
are as follows:
(1) The complexity of each
organization
(2) The differences in structure of each organization
(3) The types of services rendered by each organization
Excess Funds
4. An amount of $2,200 will
be set up as a part of each organization's
budget.
Excess
funds will be carried over for use
in the following year's budget,
decreasing the amount allocated
to each organization from the
activities fee by the amount of
the excess.

Largest of the expenditures is
for printing. The printing is
contracted on bids. Average cost
of an issue is $400-$450. For a
big issue like Junior-Senior or
Miscellaneous
Homecoming the cost runs from
$750 to $950. If there are a large
The Miscellaneous expenses,
number of pictures or some color $735.67, included some extra
pages the price also rises.
printing costs, C.D.A. jewelry
The Tiger truck belongs to the from L. G. Balfour, the commiscollege and must be paid for in
part by The Tiger. The insurance is self-explanatory. The
Tiger Keys are small pins given
to each senior staffer as a membership symbol.
Most of the photographs are
In an effort to alleviate the
obtained from the two staff
problem caused by an off-balphotographers. They are paid $2
for each picture used in the pa- ance in the honorarium system
per. Because of this salary they the Dean of Student Affairs reget no honorariums. They also quested that a committee be
formed of the four major service organizations on campus
and student government officials. Its purpose was to exam(Continued from page 1)
ine the existing situation, disvoices, soloists, performers, and
cuss the facts, and come up
instrumentalists — as huge a
with an acceptable solution to
project as has ever been atthe problem.
tempted by a concert tour.
Over the years the honorarium
Included in the program will
system has varied among the
be Roy Ringwald's inspiring
different organizations involved
work, "The Song of America."
to such an extent that the adThis work, telling the story of
ministration wished to settle
this nation in the words of its
this problem among the groups
greatest poets, is the crowning
involved so that no great variachievement of Ringwald's arations would occur again. The
rangements and original work
committee, composed of The Tifor the Pennsylvanians. Also
ger, Taps, CDA, WSBF, and
added are many familiar songs
Student Government, met freof special patriotic significance.
quently over the semester and
Well - Known on Campus
came up with the following reThe Waring organization is port which was voted on and
especially well-known on the approved by the administracampuses of the nation. They tion.
have entertained at colleges on
Report
many special occasions. In Aus1. The major student service
tin, Texas, the group performed organizations on the Clemson
before 12,000 persons at each of campus at present are The Titwo shows.
ger, Taps, CDA, and WSBF. In
order for an organization to be
considered a major service organization, it must prove to the
(Continued from page 1)
Office of Student Affairs that
Mid-Winters as successful as it is a well established, a fisthe ones in the past."
cally sound, and a vitally imporBobby Hackett, whose sterling tant service organization to the
trumpet sounds have delighted
audiences for years, is perhaps
more widely known than Hudson to college campuses. His accomplishments include 12 record
101 McCollom St.
CLEMSON,
albums for Capitol records under his own name, as well as
Owned and Operated by A. O. Smith
several with Eddie Condon and
the top selling Jackie Gleason
albums, including "Music For
Lovers Only." Bobby's great
trumpet solos comprise a big
part of these seven albums with
strings. In the past, Bobby has
also recorded for Columbia and
Decca.

Committee Solves
Honorarium Problem

FRED WARING

MID-WINTERS

Association of College
Union Dues

50.00
1,425.00

EXPENDITURES
Membership Dues
Miscellaneous
—
Miscellaneous, Flowers,
Donations
— .... —
Multilithing
_
Office Supplies
Printing
_ ....
Voting Machines
Telephone * Telegraph ._
Travel
. —
_.
TOTAL

180.00
47.30
45.90
18.54
67.70
116.18
2fi.n:>
21.56
851.02

EXPENDITURES

Balance June 30, 1961

1.401.2.-,
$20.75

The following is an itemized
report of the financial statement of Student Government for
the fiscal year beginning June,
1960 and ending June, 1961.
Student Government began
the year with $1,425, all of which
was appropriated from the student Activities Fee except the
$500 allocation from the Alumni
Association Loyalty Fund.
Dues
Clemson Student Government
pays dues to the Association of
College Union, the South Carolina State Student Legislature,
and the Southern Universities
Student Government Association

RUSH WEEK
(Continued from page 1)
son, Bill Hagler, Gary Hall,
Buddy Harper, Bill Hendrix,
Johnny Jones, Angus Lafaye,
David Lee, Noel Musial, Cliff
Nettles, Joe Stevenson, Bill Suttle, Joe Swann, and Pete Trost.
PHI KAPPA DELTA — Gene
Bennett, Bill Coker, Mike Freeman, Steve Griffith, Jim Head,
David Jennings, Garnett Kiser,
Edwin Leland, Charles Miller,
Dick Newton, John Phelps, Laurens Pitts, Thomas Ray, Johnny
Scoggins, E. T. Smith, Mike
Sullivan, John Tollon, Buddy
Webb, Freddie Wilson, Jeff
White, and Phil Young.
SIGMA ALPHA ZETA—Robert Baker, Jim Self, Lloyd
Kapp, Dick Sloan, Bland Hammond, Tommy Lokey, Jim Mascho, Martin Driggers, George
Davis, Thomas Weeks, Kenneth
Bolt, Lloyd Hooper, Gil Gilreath, Bob McCarthy, Allen
Freeman, and Charles Harmon.
SIGMA KAPPA EPSILON —
Steve Watson, Jim Pickinson,
Steve Wright, Luther Burriss,
Tommy Johnson, Jerry Brooks,
Dickie Dixon, Ralph Honeycutt,
Butch Robbins, Jim Hane, Belton Mims, Larry E. Wright,
Lerius Bartles, Richard Webb,
Manning Privette, Glenn Hilliard, and Doug Bryant.

Flowers were sent in the name
of Clemson College to funerals
of relatives of Clemson students
and faculty. Donations were
made to the Boys Home and to
the California school whose football team was killed in airplane
crash last year.
Last year, several documents
were reproduced by the multilithing process. Among these
documents were the new constitution and Student Government brochures.
Office supplies includes stationery, duplication materials,
postage, envelopes, and a filing
cabinet.
There were several items which
had to be printed. All printing
was done by Chamber's Printing Company. For the first time
Student Government personnel
were presented with a service
citation. A special plate had to
be made for this. The total cost
for the plate and the printing
was $58.00. Other printing costs
were for the ballots used in class
elections, Miss Tigerama and
Miss Clemson College elections,

and the original draft of the new
constitution.
Voting Machines
Voting machines for the student body elections were rented
from Greenville at a cost of
$26.05.
Telephone call and telegrams
were necessary for immediate
communication with
other
schools and for reserving accommodations for personnel on
Student Government trips.
Travel was the largest expenditure of Student Governmnt last year. Clemson sent
seven delegates to the SUSGA
convention at Florida State
University, Tallahassee, Fla.
The Vice-Chairman for South
Carolina was from Clemson
and his expenses to the convention and to SUSGA Executive Council meetings in Auburn, Atlanta, and Baton
Rouge, La.
Clemson sent a total of five
(5) cars to the South Carolina
State Student Legislature legislative session in Columbia last
fall. We also sent delegates to
the observance session in the
spring.
Accommodations and
meals are included in travel expenses. Other travel expenses include cars to the Boys Home
and Student Government trips
to Converse and Columbia College by the Vice-President of the
Student Body.

ROBINSON COMPANY
Of EASLEY, SOUTH CAROLINA
Invites You To Visit
MR. ALFRED ROBINSON
(Class of '48)

In Their

TRADITIONAL SHOP
"FOR THE MAN WITH PRIDE"

— • —

- Comolefre Stock Of Gant Shirts
(Short and Long Sleeves)

Canterbury Belts
London Fog Rainwear & Jackets
Alligator Trenchcoats
& Raincoats
NEW SHIPMENT OF

Bass Weejun Loafers
(Complete Stock — No Waiting)

MAIN ST.

>»—»>

EASLEY, S. C.

jP-V

LUCKY STRIKE
presents:

lUCKYJUFFERS

THE FACULTY TEA"

SMITTYS GARAGE

S. C.

CLEARANCE SALE
SAVINGS UP TO

Bobby Hackett has also appeared on several television programs among which have been:
The Pat Boone Show, the Jackie
Gleason show, the Timex spectacular, and the Dave Garroway show.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

50%

All Winter Merchandise
Reduced
"A

THE PROFESSORIAL IMAGE. It used to be that professors, as soon as they were
28, took on a father image—rumpled tweeds, tousled hair, pipe. But these days,
the truly "in" professor has the "buddy" look- Ivy suit, crew cut, Lucky Strikes.
It seems that students learn more eagerly from someone with whom they can
identify. Alert teachers quickly pounce on the fact that college students smoke
more Luckies than any other regular. Have you pounced on the fact yet?

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

MAN'S

Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1885"

WASH TROUSERS
SPORT SHIRTS
TENNIS SHOES

tions Commission before they (SUSGA).' Total dues paid last
could begin F.M. transmission. year was $180.
Miscellaneous consisted of
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
such items as Post Office box
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 1960-1961 rent, postage costs, pep rallies,
Balance Brought Forward
July 1, 1960
00 supplies from the book store,
FSUDGETED:
Telephone &. Telegraph .... I 25.00 publishing, and a punch bowl
Travel
.... 600.00 and ladle which was bought
Loyalty Fund
500.00 last year and is available to
Office Supplies
....
150.00
S.U.S.G.A. Dues
~
100.00 to any organization.

$3.98
$3.00
$2.98 & $4.40

JUDGE KELLER

MALPdsSH0P"
N. 15th Street

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
©A T.Ct.,

Product of J&jhwuean Ju^txxo-^yuia^ - Jo&teeo- is our middk namt
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Letters To Tom
Denies Freedom
Dear Tom.
I wish to take this opportunity
to express my regrets that Dr.
A. T. Mollegen will not speak
at Religious . Emphasis Week.
The student body deserves an
explanation for the change in
plans. It is my desire that they
get an honest explanation.
President Edwards was obviously influenced by and alarmed
at the reports which he received
from some frightened, shadowchasing
Charleston
congressional leaders state and national. It is my opinion that
Dr. Edwards used poor, if not
biased, judgment by even discussing the matter with Rev.
Mollegen in terms of not appearing.
Dr. Edwards let his strong
anti-communist attitude distort
his what might have been
sounder judgment.
An American, indirectly, has
been denied the freedom of
speech. Is this going to be
South Carolina's position, as it
has been exemplified in the
past?
It is my hope that soon this
State will be governed by soundthinking, conscience conscious
statesmen.
Clemson College has missed
the opportunity to hear an educated Christian.
Signed,
Hal Littleton, '63

Love File
Dear Tom:
What makes Clemson boys so
special that they can't take disappointment in life like men?
We believe that learning to
take disappointments and heartache is just a part of growing
up that every boy must learn
to take. The public spectacle
you made of yourself reflected
only your immaturity.
We were surprised to discover
that Clemson boys have so much

Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE
Phone 654-3230

I extra time to spend on their
| friend's love life. We hope that
| you all will spend some of that
:extra time benefiting from this
! motto and hope that it will help
make you the "Country Gentlemen" you hope to become.
"Fools names like their faces
always seen in public places."

State Department Offers
Summer Intern Program
Student Panels
Back Enterprise

Educational panels have been
Columbia College "Ladies" conducted on college campuses
throughout the nation by members of the Young Presidents'
United Always
Organization and a similar such
Dear Tom:
Nominees must be seriously
This is in response to the let- seminar will he held here interested in pursuing a career
ters that David Roper and con- Thursday in the Chemistry Auin the field of foreign affairs.
temporaries have sent to Susie ditorium at 2 p.m., conducted
by five members of the group. They must be citizens of the
Jackson:
hTe Young Presidents' Or- United States, must be bona
Dear David and Contemporaries:
ganization was founded in 1950 fide students completing at
Being most trivial of my triv- out of a need for a meeting
least their junior year and
ial worries and hence the most ground where the chief execuplanning to complete their fiimportant, and since we girls
tives of corporations might share
should stick together. I decided knowledge and experiences. Its nal year of school. Applicants
to rally the flags of womanhood. object is to foster the inter- should have achieved an overAlthough a Queens girl is in- change of ideas, to help its all grade average of B or betvolved, we the members of wo- members become better presi- ter, up to and including the
manhood feel abashed to think dents and better men.
first semester of the current
that a Clemson Country GentleThe Young Presidents' Or- aeademic year. They also must
man would treat a lady as such present a new slant on security
.... It is really difficult to opportunity and a boost for free have a modern language probelieve that there are so many enterprise. The Organization be- ficiency and be able to write
immature boys in one school.
lieves that the welfare of the effectively.
Evidently you're waving your
flag of defeat a little too high
by writing all those letters. You
should take a lesson from a
Citadel man whose example
followed that of the Alamo
when the best man went down
in defeat honorably. Face it,
boy, you loved and lost, try
again!
A Winthrop Girl

Follies Invite
Dear Tom:
Just a line to let you know
Coker has emerged from the
avalanche of exams and is getting ready to flood the campus
with gaiety and excitement once
again. The Senior Class is starting the semester off right by
sponsoring their "Follies," a
modified variety show featuring
talent groups from many of the
schools in the state. This gala
affair will take place at Thornwell Auditorium on February 17
at 8:00 o'clock p.m. Thought
you might like to join us for this
and the party afterwards. We'd
love to have you!
Marsha Coker

country is best served by keeping our American system of free
enterprise vigorous, competitive
and progressive. This incentive
state, they say, can only be as
strong as the ability and the
leadership of the men comprising it. Ability and leadership
must have an opportunity to develop, YPO leaders stress.
The Seminars, after an introduction of the five panelists, is
conducted in a question and answer session. The audience is
given an opportunity to write
and hand in to the panelists,
questions for them to answer
during the session. It is an informal session, lasting approximately two hours.
Although the Seminar is
open to all students, seniors
are particularly urged to attend by Dean Walter Cox of
the Office of Student Affairs.
More than 37,000 college students across the country have
asked questions to YPO Education Panels since the first
one in 1954.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 9 & 10

"THE COLOSSUS
OF RHODES"
In Color
RORY CALHOUN

The Department of State lias
announced eligibility requirements for its Summer Intern
Program in Washington. The
summer intern program will be
limited to students nominated
by accredited colleges and universities, each college or university nominating one candidate.

Applications may be submitted by Feb. 15 to the Student
Affairs Office, accompanied by
a 500 word essay telling why he
or she desires summer employment with the State Department.

MARYLAND
(Continued from page 4)
probably be Woody Morgan
and Manning Privettc at the
center spots.

Colonel Claude B. Thompson,
professor of Air Science, has
announced the appointment of
Cadet Colonel John A. Cureton
as Cadet Wing Commander for

Student Health
Insurance Policy
Deadline Mar. 1
Students are reminded that
the deadline for taking advantage of the Student Government
.sponsored accident and sickness
; insurance policy is March 1.
I Mrs. Albert is taking enrolljment for the policy underwritten by Pilot Life Insurance
; Company at the Dean of Student
Affairs Office.
Each year this coverage
helps students and their parents meet financial obligations incurred from unexpected medical bills. This policy
does not replace existing
health services of the college,
but supplements them by insuring the student against any
accident or sickness requiring
treatment other than that offered by the health service.
Students are covered at home,
at school or while traveling; 24
hours a day for 12 months. Protection will be in effect during
all vacation periods with all athletic participation being covered
except intercollegiate football.

The starting guards will be
The girl with cotton stockings
Nick
Milasnovich
and
Jim never sees a mouse.
Brennan, who are leading the
Old Proverb
team in scoring at this point.
The other starter will probably
Those who never retract their j
be Mike Bohonak. Slated for opinions love themselves more
immediate duty will be Gary than they love the truth.
Yenning
Burnisky and Donnie Mahaffey.

Carolina Terrace Motel
— Downtown Anderson —

TERRY BOTTLING COMPANY

Coffee Shop

Any students currently en- obtained from the Student Afrolled in Clemson College will fairs Office on the second floor
find it worthwhile to investigate of the Loggia. Completed applithe availability of the seventyfive awards which will be given cations must be turned in durnext year. The total of these ing February to be considered
the coming semester.
by the faculty committees this
Cadet Colonel Cureton, a awards will be $36,200.
Further information may be | spring.
Forestry major from Greenville, S. C, will succeed recently graduated Cadet Colonel Jim A. Eddings. Assisting Cadet Colonel Cureton will
be Cadet Lt. Colonel Paul I.
Bostic, Jr., Deputy Wing Commander, a Chemical Engineering major from Marion, S.C.;
Cadet Lt. Colonel Jerry H.
Harmon, Wing Operations Officer and a Mechanical Engineering major from Lexington, S. C; and Cadet Major
Jerry R. Wempe, Wing AdWe all make mistakes,. /) „m
ministrative Officer, an Arts
and Science major from Greenville, S. C.

The mid - semester rotation
system is primarily designed to
insure the development of experienced leadership in the junior and senior ranks. The appointments are based on a requirement for overall effectiveness and the need for individual
training in various areas of operation in the Cadet Corps.

Clemson Aero Club
Offers Pilot License
The Clemson Aero Club is offering a ground school for private pilot license starting Feb.
12 at 7 a.m. in meeting room
1. This course is free to all
members. Other persons wanting to take the course may do
so for a fee of $50. Everyone
taking the course is guaranteed
to pass the written examination.

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Touch-type, hunt-and-peck, type with one hand tied
behind your back—it's easy to turn out perfect papers
on Corrasable. Because you can erase without a trace.
Typing erro'rs disappear like magic with just the flick of
an ordinary pencil eraser.There's never a telltale erasure
mark on Corrasable's special surface.
Corrasable is available in light,
medium, heavy weights and Onion
A
Skin. In convenient 100-sheet
/■;.
packets and 500-sheet ream
boxes. Only Eaton makes
^avs,
Corrasable.

C^***"**?*^

A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
EATON PAPER CORPORATION

-*"E:

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

Is this the only reason for
using Mennen Skin Bracer?
Skin Bracer's rugged, long-lasting aroma is an ob-;
vious attribute. But is it everything?
After all, Menthol-iced Skin Bracer is the after-shave
lotion that cools rather than burns. It helps heai
shaving nicks and scrapes. Helps prevent blemishes.
Conditions your skin.
Aren't these sound, scientific virtues more important]
than the purely emotional effect Skin Bracer has on
women? In that case, buy a bottie. And —have fun. BJJUiHilUil'lilHMifllUlil

AAA

LARRY'S

BEAT MARYLAND

"COLD WIND
IN AUGUST"

DRIVE-IN

— • —

'THE BEST SHORT ORDER SERVICE

SUNDAY & MONDAY
FEBRUARY 11 & 12
VIVIEN LEIGH and
WARREN BEATTY in

IN THIS AREA."
Anderson, S. C.

"THE ROMAN
SPRING
OF MRS. STONE"

FANT'S CAMERA SHOP, INC.
Kodak Films, Chemicals and Paper

In Color

—

— • —
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
MARGARET RUTHERFORD
ond ARTHUR KENNEDY in

Awards, Available For Next Year

TELEPHONE CAnal 6-3411

— • —
SPECIAL LATE SHOW
Friday Night, 10:30 P.M.

John Cureton Chosen
New Wing Commander

AGFA FILMS

—

All Types Cameras
Projectors and Accessories

Under Appointment Of Pepsi-Cols Co. — New York

105 E. Whirner St.

"MURDER,
SHE SAID"

Phone CAnal 4-0707

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Look to Jitney-Jungle for more

Fresh Pork Loin Sale
Vegetables LOIN CHOPS
lb. 69*
CENTER CUT

...every day throughout 1962

CABBAGE _ _ _ lb. 3< ECONOMY CUT CHOPS lb. 49*
TOMATOES _ _ lb. 10* LOIN END ROAST

WESSON
OIL
EXTRA LARGE
38 OZ.

BORDEN'S

CAMPBELL'S

SUNBEAM

INSTANT

TOMATO

BREAD

COFFEE

SOUP
URGE LOAF
CAN

5 OZ. JAR

MAXWELL
HOUSE

MORRELL PRIDE
SPICED

COFFEE
2 LB. CAN

LUNCH
MEAT

With $5 Order

3 LB. CAN

$129

59c 59c 10c 23c 1
ic Prices Effective Through Sat., Feb. 10

-.' Jtjf sW.
~1K

lb. 49*

MAYFIELD
CREAM STYLE

ARMOUR'S
STAR

CORN

FRANKS

303 CAN

LB. PKG.

99c 10c 49c
* We Give TOP VALUE Stamps

